AnchorLock is a new generation seal that is suitable for a wide range of applications due to its flexible wire length and ability to fit through narrow recesses. AnchorLock provides additional tamper evidence because the serial number on the housing can be cross-checked against the anchor that is protected by the transparent housing once the seal has been applied.

**APPLICATIONS**
- Various type of utility meters
- Telecommunication
- Taxi meters
- Petroleum (LPG)

**FEATURES**
- Double serial number
- Two sets of locking
- PC body
- Fits within narrow recess

**BENEFITS**
- To prevent unauthorized or illegal component replacement
- Inner double security makes it impossible to tamper
- Transparent body clearly exposes any tampering attempts
- Ø0.95mm wire is suitable for various sealing applications

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**Material**
- Housing - Polycarbonate
- Insert - High Impact Polystyrene

**Print**
Laser print for logo/name & serial number

**Colour**
6 standard colours:
- Red, Yellow, Blue, Green, White, Orange
- Non-standard colours available upon request, subject to minimum order quantity and premium pricing

**Packaging**
2000pcs/carton
**AnchorLock**

**DIMENSIONS**

- Double Serial Number
  To prevent unauthorized/illegal component replacement

- Two Sets Of Locking Arrow
  Inner double security makes it impossible for tampering

- PC Body
  Transparent body clearly exposes any tampering attempts

- Fits Within Narrow Recess
  Ø0.95mm wire is suitable for various sealing applications
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